LEGAL NOTICES
Copyright 200817 Realty Settlement Inc. All rights reserved worldwide.
Special Disclaimer: The use of this website or any communications through this website, including
email, shall not constitute a binder or title insurance commitment by our company or its
underwriters to insure a particular title or titles. A binder or title insurance commitment can only be
issued in writing by the issuing of a title commitment number after we have specifically agreed to
handle the transaction and a complete title examination has been completed.
Title insurance products are subject to terms, conditions and exclusions not described on this Web
site.

Statements on this website as to policies and coverages and other content provide general
information only and we provide no warranty as to their accuracy. Clients should consult with their
licensed agent as to how these coverages pertain to their individual situation. Any hypertext links
to other sites or vendors are provided as a convenience only. We have no control over those sites
or vendors and cannot, therefore, endorse nor guarantee the accuracy of any information
provided by those sites or the services provided by those vendors
Information provided on this website does not constitute professional advice. If you have legal, tax
or financial planning questions, you need to contact a qualified professional.
We do not independently verify, nor do we seek independent verification of comments and
statements that may be posted by others in blog or social media posts on this site or affiliated
social media sites regarding our website, its products or services. For this reason, if others post
"success story" or "bestcase" scenario testimonials (as distinguished from subjective opinions),
you should assume that their results are NOT typical.
We provide links to other sites from this website for your convenience. We do not endorse these
sites and they are not under our authority. We are not responsible for the information these linked
sites provide or for the use you make of them.
All trademarks, service marks, trade names, trade dress, product names and logos appearing on
the site are the property of their respective owners. Any rights not expressly granted herein are
reserved.
This site is not intended to create an attorneyclient relationship, and no attorneyclient relationship
will be created or legal advice given through your use of this site, its services and content. No
special relationship or privilege exists between you and this site. You will be representing yourself
in any legal matter you undertake as a result of your use of this site, its services and content. This

site provides (i) articles, newsletters, and content for informational purposes only. In the process of
providing this information, this site is engaged in the publication of information regarding legal
issues commonly encountered. This site is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. This site
does not review any of your answers to questions for sufficiency, provide legal advice, or analyze
applicable law and apply it to your specific requirements. Accordingly, if you need legal advice for
a specific issue, or if your specific matter is too complex to be addressed by our automated
software tool, you are advised to seek the advice of an attorney.
Sensitive or confidential information should not be sent via an email message due to the lack of
security or procedures in place to prevent tampering or interception.
Communication with us via this website or email, may not be treated as privileged or confidential.
The receipt of any such communication will not create any legal right and such communication will
not create an attorneyclient relationship.
.

